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By R M Burgess

Burgess Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 378 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.9in.The
Zon Sisterhood has conquered New Eartha and rules the native barbarians with an iron fist. And so
their rule is bitterly resented; their hegemony is plagued by periodic, savage barbarian revolts. An
uneasy peace now pervades the One Land, New Earthas supercontinent. Princess Caitlin dOrr, scion
of the oldest House in the Sisterhood, is disgraced and in exile in barbarian lands. Separated from
her daughter Lady Asgara, as well as her love, Greghar, she seeks only forgetfulness. The peace
cannot last. As the immortal Malitha channels the Dark and finds willing adherents all over the One
Land, even in the bosom of the Sisterhood. His minions invade Utrea and the wild Chekaliga tribes
rise out of the Chitgar Ravines to ravage Briga and Daksin. Slowly, but inexorably, fear spreads
throughout the One Land. As Malitha spreads the tentacles of the Dark, Caitlin, Greghar and Asgara
are all caught up in the turmoil. All roads lead to Tirut in southern Briga, setting up a series of
unexpected and decisive meetings. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely among the finest book We have at any time read through. We have read through and that i am sure that i will going to read once more again
later on. I found out this book from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Alford McClure-- Alford McClure

I actually started reading this article ebook. It is actually packed with knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an remarkably simple way and it is only
after i finished reading this pdf where in fact modified me, alter the way i believe.
-- Prof. Uriel Witting-- Prof. Uriel Witting
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